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Using Astrology as a Past Life Guide
Our past life memories are about to become easier to tune into than ever
before in this lifetime. That’s because Neptune will soon enter Pisces, the water
sign it rules. Both the planet and the sign offer a portal to hear the messages our
soul is trying to whisper to us, making for quite an opportunity for all of us to tap
into our past life talents. The last time Neptune was in Pisces was in the 1850s.
Neptune makes its grand entrance into Pisces on April 4, 2011, and will
remain here until August 5. Then it does a curtain call, returning into Pisces on
February 3, 2012, where it will stay until 2026. Using his “Past Life Astrology
Grid,” Durham astrologer Bernie Ashman will show us why this is important.
In addition, the North Node moving from Capricorn into Sagittarius in 2011
indicates an important energy shift for each of us in manifesting our highest
purpose and most heartfelt goals. In an individual astrological chart, the Nodes of
the Moon are the heart and soul of our past life package. This is a dynamic
polarity that acts as a celestial compass, pointing the way to stay on target to
achieve harmony and fulfillment. Integrating our past life challenges successfully
into this incarnation is easier to accomplish when we understand the deeper
messages of the North and South Nodes of the Moon.
The water element is linked to our intuition and also to our paths back
into past lives in a big way. Bernie will discuss how these key astrological
symbols in a chart, including the water houses—the fourth, eighth, and 12th
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—play into our past life patterns.
Each astrological sign has three zones, each of which contains some of
our past life DNA. Each of our birthdays belongs to one of these zones in
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our own Sun sign. The 12 astrological signs offer a powerful 12 step
process for moving into a deeper understanding of our creative potential in
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this life and the gifts we brought here from past lives. Bernie will
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demonstrate this using an innovative technique from his new book, Sun
Signs & Past Lives.
Bernie discovered that astrology is his calling in the 1970s. He now has
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clients from all over the world, and has widened his scope to include
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writing, lecturing, teaching, and mentoring. He is known for his ability to
tune into the reality a client is living and for being a catalyst for growth and
inspiration.
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He has published several popular astrology books including
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Astrological Games People Play (about astrology, psychology, and how to
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use our astrological traits for self-growth); RoadMap to your Future: A
Quick Guide to Transits and Progressions (an interpretation of the cycles
we encounter in our lives); SignMates: Understanding the Games People
Play (about relationships); and, this past December, Sun Signs & Past Lives: Your Soul’s Evolutionary Path. A 2001
Llewellyn book, Civilization Under Attack, includes a chapter by Bernie, “Psychology of Terrorism.” In
collaboration with Matrix Software, he wrote the astrological software programs Simpaticos and Past Life Chart; in
2009, Cosmic Patterns Software released his latest software program, The Earth Mandala. In 2001, he was awarded
the highest level of professional certification from the National Council for Geocosmic Research (NCGR), a national
astrology group.
Bernie has proven to be one of our best and most popular speakers. He has a marvelous talent for explaining
astrology in clear enough terms for the uninitiated to understand, while providing enough technical details to satisfy
professionals and serious amateurs. Learn more about him and his work at his website, www.BernieAshman.com.
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